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1 StatRep with SAS Studio or SAS University Edition

You can use StatRep with the SAS Studio web-based interface and SAS University
Edition. You can find more information on these applications here:

SAS Studio is a web application for SAS that you access through your web browser.
http://support.sas.com/software/products/sasstudio/

SAS University Edition is free and includes the SAS products Base SAS, SAS/STAT,
SAS/IML, SAS/ACCESS Interface to PC Files, and SAS Studio. http://
support.sas.com/software/products/university-edition/index.
html

With a web interface, there is no concept of a current directory, so you must let SAS
know where your files are located. In order to use StatRep, SAS needs to know the
following locations:

• the directory that contains your LaTeX file.

• the full path to the file statrep_macros.sas.
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• the location of the StatRep ODS tagset, if you prefer LaTeX output (instead of
Listing output). See Appendix in the StatRep User’s Guide for details on how
to create and use this tagset.

With SAS University Edition, you run a virtual machine on your local computer so
you can create a shared folder that SAS can access. For SAS Studio folder locations,
see the following section for details.

1.1 SAS Studio Folders

Other than SAS University Edition, there are three types of installations for SAS Stu-
dio:

• SAS Studio Single User

• SAS Studio Basic (Windows or UNIX)

• SAS Studio Mid-Tier (Enterprise Edition)

For Single User, My Folders is your home directory on your local machine and the
folders list will also include folders for your desktop, documents folder, and mapped
drives.

For both Enterprise and Basic edition, the path for My Folders is the home directory
on the remote SAS server. That is, the file system in the Folders accordion is not your
local machine; it is the location of the remote server.

On Windows, you can add a Folder Shortcut back to your local computer. The shortcut
must be accessible by the remote server. On UNIX, you can add a Folder Shortcut to
your home directory.

You may need to ask your local SAS administrator about how to create a folder short-
cut to your local files.

1.2 SAS University Edition: Creating a Shared Folder

Suppose you have a directory called mydocs that contains your LaTeX file. You
create a shared folder in the virtual machine as shown in the following screenshot:
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When you select Shared Folders and click to add a new path, enter the informa-
tion (path and name) as shown in the following screenshot:

The Folder Path is the absolute path to the directory and the folder name is the
last part of that path. The name is a short-hand that is used later in your code. Make
sure to select Auto-mount if you want to use the folder in later SAS sessions (as
you probably will). The result of entering the information is shown in the following
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screenshot.

When you start SAS Studio, the Folder panel shows your new shared folder as a
Folder Shortcut. SAS will know this folder by the full name /folders/myshortcuts/mydocs,
which means you can use that name to assign filerefs and libnames as you normally
would in any SAS program.

Notice the Folder panel in the following screenshot. You can disregard most of the
code in the program editor window, but do notice the first line that references the new
shared folder.
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The LIBNAME statement in the code window assigns the mytempl libref to your
shared folder.

1.3 The Bridge Between LaTeX and SAS

Now you have your working directory and SAS knows that there is such a location.
The final step is to define a bridge between your LaTeX document and SAS.

You connect the two by defining a LaTeX tag called \SRrootdir, which contains
the path to your shared folder as displayed in the following LaTeX code:

\documentclass{article}
\usepackage[margin=1in]{geometry}
\usepackage[color]{statrep}
\def\SRrootdir{/folders/myshortcuts/mydocs}
\def\SRmacropath{/folders/myshortcuts/mydocs/statrep_macros.sas}
\begin{document}

This document preamble performs the following:

• Specifies that the document use the article class.

• Loads the geometry package and specifies 1 inch margins on all sides.
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• Loads the statrep package and specifies that outputs can include color.

• Defines the \SRrootdir path (the path to the working directory) as the shared
folder you created in the previous steps.

• Defines the \SRmacropath that contains the full path and file name of the
statrep_macros.sas file that is part of the StatRep package. This example
shows that it is in the same directory as the LaTeX file, but you can put the
macros anywhere you like, as long as SAS can find the file (that is, as long as
the macros are in a shared folder)

With this preamble, you can start writing your content; when StatRep automatically
generates the SAS program to create your output, the paths you have defined here are
used so SAS can find the macros it needs and so it can write the requested outputs to
your working directory.

From this point on, you use StatRep just as you would normally.

See the StatRep User’s Guide for complete details on how you can use StatRep for
reproducible results with SAS.
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